Functional description
WIRAS - Winterproof Railway Turnout
&
Winterproof Movable Frog

1. Startposition. Red switch-point low, Green switch-point high, and mechanically supported
(locked) by the yellow lock-bars which are pushed to the right under the high switch-point (green).
Train goes to the left.

1a. Startposition. Red switch-point low, Green switch-point high, and mechanically supported
and locked by the yellow lock-bars. The yellow lock-bar itself is locked against moving by the lower
red switch-point.

2. When the red switch-point (now low) will be lifted by the hydraulic actuators connected to the
red switch point , the yellow lock-bar is unlocked and can be pushed under the red switch point to
support (lock) it. When the yellow lock-bar is pushed under the red switch-point, the green switchpoint (now high) is no longer supported (locked) by the yellow lock-bar. Now the way is free to pull
the green switch-point down by the hydraulic actuators connected to the green switch-point.
Simulteaneously the green switch-point will lock-up the yellow lock-bar. Now the yellow lock-bar is
locked again against moving horizontally.

3. All lock-bars (yellow) are connected to eachother by a strip (blue/gray). The strip (blue/gray) is
connected to 3 hydraulic actuators (purple). So all lock-bars (yellow) can be moved horizontally
simulteaneously by 3 hydraulic actuators (purple).

4. Endposition. Green switch-point low, Red switch-point high, and mechanically supported
(locked) by the yellow lock-bars which are pushed to the left under the high switch-point (red). Train
goes straight forward.

The Winterproof Movable Frog
The Winterproof Movable Frog can be included in the WIRAS Winterproof Railway Turnout,
especially when the WIRAS Winterproof Railway Turnout is designed and build according to High
Speed Railway Turnout specifications. The techniques applied for moving and locking the frog-legs of
the Winterproof Movable Frog are very similar to the techniques for moving and locking the turnout
main-points : Vertical moving frog-legs and horizontal-locking. Also the advantages for both the
winterproof main points and winterproof movable frog, are the same, in comparisation with
turnouts with horizontal moving points and frog-legs : The turnout is winterproof, No traintrafficdelays during winter, No point-heater and frog-heater needed, No high costs for heating-energy, No
costs for purchasing, maintenance, monitoring, repairing and replacing of point- and frog heaters, No
malfunctioning point- and frog-heaters and a Low wheel-rail contact noise. Combining both the
winterproof main points and winterproof movable frog in one turnout, results in a very valuable and
future-proof turnout. The WIRAS Winterproof Railway Turnout fitted with a Winterproof Movable
Frog is very suitable for application in normal train-rail infrastructure, high-speed train-rail
infrastructure and in tram-rail infrastructure.

Winterproof Movable Frog.

